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ABSTRACT

This study uses measurements of radiation and cloud properties taken between January and August 1998
by three Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) instruments, the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant
Energy System (CERES) scanner, the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), and the Visible and Infrared
Scanner (VIRS), to evaluate the variations of tropical deep convective systems (DCSs) with sea surface
temperature and precipitation. The authors find that DCS precipitation efficiency increases with SST at a
rate of �2% K�1. Despite increasing rainfall efficiency, the cloud areal coverage rises with SST at a rate of
about 7% K�1 in the warm tropical seas. There, the boundary layer moisture supply for deep convection
and the moisture transported to the upper troposphere for cirrus anvil cloud formation increase by �6.3%
and �4.0% K�1, respectively. The changes in cloud formation efficiency, along with the increased transport
of moisture available for cloud formation, likely contribute to the large rate of increasing DCS areal
coverage. Although no direct observations are available, the increase of cloud formation efficiency with
rising SST is deduced indirectly from measurements of changes in the ratio of DCS ice water path and
boundary layer water vapor amount with SST. Besides the cloud areal coverage, DCS cluster effective sizes
also increase with precipitation. Furthermore, other cloud properties, such as cloud total water and ice water
paths, increase with SST. These changes in DCS properties will produce a negative radiative feedback for
the earth’s climate system due to strong reflection of shortwave radiation by the DCS. These results
significantly differ from some previously hypothesized dehydration scenarios for warmer climates, partially
support the thermostat hypothesis but indicate a smaller magnitude of the negative feedback, and have
great potential in testing current cloud-system-resolving models and convective parameterizations of gen-
eral circulation models.

1. Introduction

Large cloud–climate feedback uncertainties limit the
accuracy of current general circulation models (GCMs)
for predicting the response of the earth’s climate to
increasing CO2 concentration within the atmosphere.
Current estimates of climate change for a doubled-CO2

atmosphere, global mean temperatures increase be-
tween 1.5 to 4.5 K (Albritton et al. 2001), have re-
mained virtually unchanged for two decades. Incom-
plete knowledge of cloud properties and their varia-
tions with environmental conditions is the major reason

for the large uncertainty. Some of the most important
issues related to cloud feedbacks are recounted below.
More detailed discussion of cloud feedbacks can be
found in the critical review of Stephens (2005).

To date, most knowledge of cloud feedbacks is from
observations of low clouds, specifically cloud liquid wa-
ter path (LWP) or its directly associated parameter—
optical depth (�). Satellite observations equatorward of
60° latitude suggest that � variations with temperature
are strongly dependent on latitude and can be both
negative and positive (Tselioudis et al. 1992). Ground-
based measurements over midlatitude (Del Genio and
Wolf 2000) and polar regions (Lin et al. 2003) support
these satellite results and find that it is mainly the
change of cloud thickness, not of adiabatic cloud water
content, that causes the LWP variation. The base and
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top heights of low clouds are significantly coupled with
boundary layer moisture during warm seasons.

For high clouds, especially tropical deep convective
systems (DCSs), there is almost no general agreement
on their climate feedbacks. These DCSs basically have
two parts: deep convective cores and cirrus anvil cano-
pies. The cores are important for the atmospheric hy-
drological cycle because of their heavy precipitation
and moisture transport to cirrus anvil clouds.1 In con-
trast, DCS cirrus-anvil clouds, precipitating or not, are
dominant in atmospheric radiation due to their large
spatial coverage. Radiative properties, such as �, LWP,
ice water path (IWP), cloud temperature (Tc), effective
cloud particle diameter (De), shortwave (SW) and long-
wave (LW) fluxes, and cloud areal coverage (Ac), of
these convective systems are highly related to the un-
derlying environments and large-scale dynamical states.
Boundary-layer moisture convergence provides con-
densation potential, precipitation significantly removes
hydrometeors, and detrainment from convective cores
at the upper troposphere supplies moisture to form and
maintain cirrus anvil canopies.

Based on satellite observations of tropical convective
clouds, significantly different hypotheses of the re-
sponses of the convective systems to climate perturba-
tions or sea surface temperature (SST) variations have
been proposed (Ramanathan and Collins 1991; Lindzen
et al. 2001). Large uncertainties in the properties of the
cloud systems in the early satellite observations are one
of the major reasons for deducing these contradictory
hypotheses. Although the relationships among radia-
tion, DCS, and SST have been investigated to some
extent (e.g., Wallace 1992; Fu et al. 1992; Hartmann and
Michelsen 1993, 2002; Lin et al. 2002), the dependence
of DCS properties on broader atmospheric and oceanic
environmental conditions, especially the parameters re-
lated to the hydrological cycle such as boundary layer
moisture, precipitation, and rainfall efficiency are prac-
tically unknown due to lack of observations.

The variation of DCS with hydrological conditions is
one of the keys in cloud feedback and climate studies.

Precipitation and precipitation efficiency have strong
influences on the water budget of tropical convective
systems. There have been many estimates of precipita-
tion efficiency from observational data for thunder-
storms and mesoscale convections (Braham 1952;
Fankhauser 1988; Gamache and Houze 1983; Chong
and Hauser 1989; Oury et al. 2000). Cloud modeling
studies have also been used to evaluate the precipita-
tion efficiency (Weisman and Klemp 1982; Lipps and
Hemler 1986; Lucas et al. 2000; Shepherd et al. 2001;
Tao et al. 2004). A review of these studies can be found
in Ferrier et al. (1996). These studies usually just ex-
amined individual cases or cloud systems and had lim-
ited spatial and temporal coverage. For large-scale ob-
servations, Lau and Wu (2003) used new-generation
satellite data of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mis-
sion (TRMM) to evaluate the residence time, a value
inversely proportional to precipitation efficiency, of
warm rain clouds over tropical oceans. Del Genio and
Kovari (2002; hereafter DGK) made a study of the
variation of tropical clouds with environmental condi-
tions including precipitation efficiency using the new-
generation satellite measurements. They analyzed ef-
fective size and albedo variations of tropical storms
(precipitating clouds) using the Clouds and the Earth’s
Radiant Energy System (CERES) TRMM measure-
ments and the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) pre-
cipitation product within 15° latitudes of the equator
and found that, although precipitation efficiency may
increase with SST as an efficiency index suggested,
storms were generally bigger and brighter in warmer
SST conditions. They further extended these TRMM
results to modeling studies and evaluated the observed
storm behavior for cloud–climate feedbacks (Del Ge-
nio et al. 2005). Because of the importance of cirrus
anvil clouds, precipitating or not, for radiation budgets
and upper-tropospheric moisture fields, the climate
feedbacks of the DCS as a whole remain unresolved
from the DGK analysis. Furthermore, because that
analysis used only 5 days of TRMM data while the
precession cycle of the TRMM orbit is 46 days, the
DGK study may have only observed a narrow portion
of the tropical storm diurnal cycle in active storm re-
gions. Aerosol loadings also affect cloud formation and
lifetime. Increasing aerosols would reduce cloud par-
ticle size, suppress precipitation, and lead to a weak
atmospheric hydrological cycle (Ramanathan et al.
2001; Breon et al. 2002). Since this study is focused on
the variations of tropical convective clouds with tem-
perature, the aerosol influences on precipitation, rain-
fall efficiency, and climate are left for future studies.

This study focuses on observations of the relationship
between environmental conditions, especially SST and

1 In the literature, especially in papers from the precipitation
science community, precipitation systems are frequently sepa-
rated into convective and stratiform precipitation areas. For tropi-
cal deep convective systems, the stratiform precipitation parts of
the systems are usually close to convective towers and form thick
anvil clouds (Houze 1993). Thus, the stratiform precipitation is
also frequently called “anvil precipitation” in the literature as
illustrated by Sud and Walker (1999). For thinner, more wide-
spread clouds of DCS they, by definition, are cirrus clouds. For
these reasons, this study uses “cirrus anvil canopies” to describe
both thin and thick (precipitation or not) high clouds generated by
and associated with deep convection.
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precipitation, and tropical DCSs using TRMM satellite
measurements. Both convective cores and cirrus anvil
canopies (including nonprecipitating cirrus–anvil clouds)
are considered. The effects of SST, precipitation, rain-
fall efficiency, and moisture supply on the areal cover-
age of DCSs are discussed. The next section introduces
the datasets and analysis methods used in this study.
Section 3 shows observations of DCSs in different en-
vironmental conditions. These observations are dis-
cussed in section 4. Section 5 summarizes this study.

2. Data analysis

TRMM data taken over oceans between 30°N and
30°S during January through August 1998 are analyzed
in this study. The time period is determined by CERES
data availability. The CERES TRMM observations
captured a transition from strong El Niño (during early
1998) to normal (or weak La Niña) tropical climate
conditions, which includes large tropical dynamic and
thermodynamic variations for the development of deep
convection. The profound changes in the large-scale
circulations and convective patterns during this period
provide evidence for the fundamental physics of DCS
clusters. This study mainly considers statistical features
of deep convective clouds and their related environ-
mental conditions. Because the precession cycle of the
TRMM satellite is about 46 days, the statistical prop-
erties calculated from the CERES TRMM period cover
multiple full diurnal cycles of DCS clusters in the tropi-
cal regions. Three instruments on board the TRMM
satellite are used in this analysis. They are CERES for
broadband SW and LW radiation at a spatial resolution
of about 10 km, the Visible and Infrared Scanner
(VIRS) for narrowband visible (VIS) and infrared (IR)
measurements of about 2-km resolution over a 720-km
swath, and TMI for precipitation and cloud liquid water
path estimations. The spatial resolution of TMI
measurements varies from about 4.6 km � 7.2 km to
9.1 km � 63.2 km over a total swath width of 780 km.
For precipitation and LWP estimates used here, the
resolutions are about 4.6 km � 7.2 km and 9.1 km �
16.0 km, respectively.

The basic dataset is the CERES single scanner foot-
print (SSF) product. Because the CERES product col-
locates CERES broadband measurements with CERES
narrowband cloud retrievals from VIRS, SW and LW
radiative fluxes in the CERES SSF dataset are esti-
mated from the angular distribution models (ADMs)
for specific cloud/clear types including DCS clusters,
which yields instantaneous �13 W m�2 SW and �4.3 W
m�2 LW errors, values at least a factor of 2 smaller than
those from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment

(ERBE: Loeb et al. 2003). SST values used in this
analysis, as in Lin et al. (2002), are from the Reynolds
SST analysis (Reynolds and Smith 1994) taken from the
SSF product.

The CERES project, using a VIS–IR–Solar IR split-
window technique (VISST: Minnis et al. 1995, 1997,
1999, 2002), processes VIRS measurements to detect
cloudy and clear skies and to estimate effective cloud
top temperature (Tc) and height, cloud thermodynamic
phase (Pwi), �, De, IWP, and LWP. VISST is a sophis-
ticated iterative algorithm that matches measured multi-
spectral radiances to radiative transfer model-computed
spectral radiances for a range of cloud microphysical
and macrophysical properties. The CERES cloud prop-
erties derived from 2-km resolution VIRS pixels are
convolved into TMI 37-GHz fields of view (FOVs) to
minimize spatial and temporal collocation errors. DCS
rainfall rate (RR) values, along with precipitation ice
and liquid water paths, of Goddard level-2 standard
products of TMI (Kummerow et al. 2001) are registered
to the collocated data. The retrievals of the RR and
precipitation ice and liquid water paths are based on
microwave signals of precipitating clouds at TMI fre-
quencies covering from 19, 21 to 37, and 85 GHz.
Brightness temperatures at 85 GHz have strong scat-
tering signals for precipitating ice particles, while the
values at lower frequencies are affected by both scat-
tering of precipitating liquid and ice hydrometeors and
absorption of liquid water drops (precipitating or not).
TRMM Precipitation Radar (PR) makes direct mea-
surements of tropical precipitation compared to TMI
that indirectly measures tropical rainfall from the mi-
crowave scattering and absorption signals of precipita-
tion systems. However, there are a couple of reasons
that we do not use PR data in the following analysis.
First, the differences between TMI- and PR-estimated
rainfall rates are small due to the calibration of TMI
precipitation retrievals against PR observations. Our
comparison of TMI and PR precipitation data (not
shown) reveals that the differences are within �10% of
the estimates for the 8 months of data in all SSTs, which
results in a similar estimation of rainfall efficiency and
causes no change in our conclusions. Second, the storm
profiles estimated from PR data are for precipitation-
sized hydrometeors such as graupel, snowflakes, hail-
stones, large ice crystals, large aggregates, and rainwa-
ter drops. Generally, the PR cannot detect nonprecipi-
tation-sized ice and water particles very well and has no
retrievals; that is, there is no estimation of water and ice
amounts for nonprecipitating clouds in PR-detected
rainfall areas. Thus, the LWP and IWP values cannot
be evaluated from PR data even in precipitation re-
gions. On the other hand, TMI data provide the infor-
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mation in rainfall areas. For nonrain areas, the combi-
nation of TMI and VIRS data gives a decent estimate of
LWP and IWP (see below). Third, the swath of PR
measurements is only �215 km, less than the sizes of a
large portion of DCS clusters, and can cause problems
in analysis of large tropical deep convective systems.

Over DCS nonprecipitating areas, multilayer cloud
properties are estimated using the algorithm developed
by Lin et al. (1998a,b) for the collocated passive micro-
wave, visible, and infrared satellite data (Ho et al.
2003). For ice-over-water cloud systems, the upper-
layer cirrus clouds are detected by VISST, while the
cloud properties of lower-layer water clouds, such as
LWP and water cloud temperature, are estimated from
microwave observations. At 37 GHz, TMI brightness
temperatures increase with cloud liquid water path and
decrease with cloud water temperature, but those at 85
GHz increase with cloud water temperature. Thus,
combining TMI measurements at 37- and 85-GHz chan-
nels, the algorithm retrieves cloud LWP and water tem-
perature simultaneously. The algorithm carefully se-
lects the microwave absorption coefficients for water
vapor and cloud liquid water to account for their varia-
tion with temperature and pressure (Lin et al. 2001),
thus making it suitable for analysis of supercooled wa-
ter within or below anvils. Combining both VIRS total
water path (LWP � IWP) and TMI LWP retrievals,
IWP values are estimated for cirrus anvil clouds, espe-
cially under multilayer conditions (Ho et al. 2003; Lin
and Rossow 1996). Besides these cloud properties,
other TMI retrievals, such as column water vapor and
near sea surface wind speed, are also merged with the
CERES VIRS products (Ho et al. 2003).

After collocating the CERES cloud products from
VIRS and TMI passive microwave measurements, we
further match the data with the CERES SSF product
for SW and LW fluxes. Since the FOVs of microwave
37-GHz measurements and CERES observations are
similar in size, their footprints usually do not have
closed convolutions. Weighted matches are used to
merge CERES and TMI data. For each TMI pixel of
DCS clusters, all CERES measurements within a 15-km
radius of the center of the microwave pixel are consid-
ered as matched CERES pixels. The average SW and
LW fluxes for the matched CERES pixels, weighted by
their proximity to the TMI footprints, are calculated to
represent the radiative properties of the DCS clusters
that are covered by the TMI FOV.

The main ancillary data, such as wind vector (V) and
atmospheric temperature profile T(z), are obtained
from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) data assimilation products. Since
the ECMWF analysis used here does not assimilate

TRMM measurements, ECMWF data are independent
of our TRMM data. The wind divergences near sea
surfaces are calculated from the ECMWF directional
wind speed values with 6-h temporal and 0.5625° �
0.5625° spatial resolutions. To obtain a smooth and re-
liable convergence field in representing preferential en-
vironmental conditions of moisture supply for DCS de-
velopment, 1° � 1° grid box means of the divergence
values are used in this analysis. Large-scale moisture
convergence is calculated based on the wind vector and
the water vapor amount (WVL) in the lowest 500 m of
the atmosphere retrieved from TMI microwave mea-
surements using the algorithm developed by Schulz et
al. (1993). The accuracy of the satellite estimates of
WVL for each TMI pixel is about 0.6 kg m�2, which is
generally less than 10% of the water vapor amount and
about 20% of the natural variability of the vapor
amount over tropical oceans. With the boundary layer
moisture amount [or top-of-atmosphere (TOA) micro-
wave radiances], near-sea-surface air humidity can also
be estimated from TMI measurements (Schulz et al.
1997). With the air humidity and near-sea-surface wind
speed values estimated from TMI, sea surface evapo-
ration rates (Es) are calculated using a bulk formula
(Fairall et al. 1996). Evaporation is a part of the total
moisture supplied by the boundary layer to DCS clus-
ters. Table 1 summarizes all data sources and the major
properties provided.

To use TRMM data in detecting and analyzing tropi-
cal DCS, we first search for cold precipitating cloud
clusters (CPCCs) within the combined TRMM data. A
CPCC has at least one precipitation cell (minimum of
two consecutive TMI precipitating pixels at 85 GHz to
classify as a precipitating cell) with a thermal IR bright-
ness temperature (TbIR) colder than 245 K and a cloud-
top height above 6 km. The clouds with cold tops (TbIR

� 270 K) or heights above 6 km around the precipita-
tion cells are defined as part of the cloud cluster. Fur-
thermore, any neighbor pixels of the cluster, precipitat-
ing or not, which satisfy the same cold top or height
requirements, are also considered as part of the cluster.

TABLE 1. Data sources and geophysical properties obtained
from each source.

Sources Properties

CERES SSF Ac, albedo, SW and LW fluxes, SST under
clear/cloudy, dry/moist conditions

CERES VIRS
cloud product

Ac, Tc , Pwi, �, De, IWP, LWP

TMI Rain clouds: Ac, RR, precipitation LWP/IWP
nonrain regions: Ac, LWP, WS, WVL, Es

ECMWF V, T(z)
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In other words, a CPCC is a continuous cloud canopy
with cold precipitating cells and possible cold nonpre-
cipitating cirrus-anvil clouds. A DCS, in this study, is
defined as a CPCC that has at least one rainfall cell with
TbIR colder than 218 K. The 218-K threshold is some-
what arbitrary. A nearby threshold such as 220 or 215 K
would give results similar to those obtained here. These
coldest rainfall cells represent deep convective cores,
and other rain cells and nonprecipitating clouds within
the DCS may be characterized as precipitation anvils
and nonrain cirrus-anvil canopies, respectively. De-
tailed discussion about the DCS definition and detec-
tion techniques can be found in Machado et al. (1998).
This study extends the technique through use of rainfall
data from satellite microwave measurements. Since we
will frequently discuss areas of DCS clusters, we intro-
duce effective size (or radius) of DCS here. The effec-
tive size of clouds (such as DCS clusters and rainfall
cells) is defined as the radius of a circle with an area
equal to that of the clouds analyzed.

3. Results

Tropical deep convective clusters are very compli-
cated systems. Their frequency and intensity are related
to many environmental parameters. This section statis-
tically evaluates the main DCS properties as a function
of individual environmental parameters first, then con-
siders the interconnections among these environmental
conditions. Note that, since DCS clusters and their re-
lated environments are strongly nonlinear systems, our
statistical approach cannot capture all of the variability
of these systems. The statistical results here may rep-
resent the first-order (or the near-linear parts of) varia-
tions of DCS with environmental conditions.

Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution of DCS
clusters as a function of SST. About 70 000 DCSs were
detected in the 8 months of data. Some of these DCSs
were observed by TRMM multiple times since the life-
time of these DCS clusters is generally much longer
than that of the TRMM satellite orbital cycle. The large
DCS database gives us large statistical samples of DCS
clusters for most tropical SST conditions except for ex-
tremely cool and warm cases. As expected, a sharp
peak frequency (about 35% of the total) of DCS clus-
ters occurs around 302 K because large areas of the sea
surface at that temperature have favorable conditions
for DCS development. There are fewer regions with
SST above 304 K, so the DCS number decreases. Tropi-
cal areas with SST below 298 K are generally distant
from the intertropical convergence zones (ITCZs) and
have much fewer DCSs (�15% of the total).

a. Sea surface temperature, rainfall rate, and DCS

As mentioned earlier, SST and precipitation play im-
portant roles in regulating DCS clusters. The variations
of DCSs with their environmental conditions are very
complicated. They are not only a function of SST and
rainfall rate, but also functions of SST gradient, wind
field, and moisture convergence, etc. We discuss SST
and RR in this section and leave the other factors for
later since precipitation, DCS, and SST may be more
closely linked than other variable combinations.

Figure 2 shows how DCS cluster effective radius
changes with the average SST under the DCS. The
variation of effective DCS radius with SST for the tem-
perature range from 290 to 305 K is not easy to under-
stand. It may be largely related to the spatial distribu-
tion of DCS clusters. In the most-frequent DCS areas
(300–304-K SST), there is a small positive trend of DCS
size with SST. DGK found that the mean storm area
increases significantly with SST in these SST regions.
For lower SSTs (294–300 K), DCS size decreases with
increasing SST. As mentioned above, the environmen-
tal conditions at these temperatures are actually much
less favorable to produce deep convection. The largest
averaged DCS clusters associated with SSTs around 294
K are not driven by thermodynamics (or SST), instead
they are mainly caused by a few big tropical storms or
midlatitude frontal systems mixing with a few small
DCSs developed in these regions, as discussed by Hart-
mann and Michelsen (2002). Thus, if weighted by the
frequency of tropical DCS clusters, the decrease of
DCS size with SST would be removed as shown for
DCS coverage (cf. Fig. 6 below). In contrast to the
large DCS size in areas with SST around 294 K, the
average DCS size is much smaller in deep tropical (high
SST) areas, where both small developing and decaying

FIG. 1. DCS frequency distribution as a function of SST.
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and large mature DCS clusters are frequently found.
The evidence for this explanation can be seen in Figs. 1
and 2, that is, more and smaller DCS clusters in warm
(��300 K) areas and fewer, but bigger, DCS in cooler
(��295 K) regions.

The average rainfall rates of DCS clusters (Fig. 3)
generally increase with SST, as expected. The relative
change in RR with SST is about 4.4% K�1. When SST
increases, the atmospheric temperature, especially that
in the boundary layer, generally rises, enhancing the
potential for more water vapor that would be available
for convective systems. That is, the rainfall rates of
these DCS clusters should grow with SST. The clear
positive relationship between DCS effective radius and
rainfall rate (Fig. 4) further demonstrates that DCS
clusters with heavier precipitation are generally larger
than those with lighter rainfall. Note that the sizes of

the biggest DCS clusters (effective radius greater than
about 450 km) may be underestimated owing to the
limitation of the TMI swath. Thus, for the whole Trop-
ics, rainfall rate increases with SST, and the heavier the
precipitation of DCSs, the bigger the size of DCSs.
Combining Figs. 2–4 and considering the complex
variations of the DCS size with SST and our previous
discussion about the cause of the decrease in the cluster
size for SST between 294 and 300 K (Fig. 2), it is diffi-
cult to make any conclusions that greater rainfall rates
caused by increasing SST would reduce the cluster size
and detrainment of tropical DCS, as suggested by
Lindzen et al. (2001).

The average ratio of the DCS rain area to the total
DCS cluster area is small (�30%; Fig. 5). Combining
the nonrain cirrus–anvil clouds of DCS clusters with the
cirrus clouds not associated with the DCS clusters de-

FIG. 3. Averaged DCS rainfall rates vs SST.

FIG. 4. The relationship between DCS effective size and
rainfall rate.

FIG. 5. The ratio of rain area to total area of DCS clusters.

FIG. 2. DCS cluster effective size vs SST.
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tected here (not shown) clearly indicates that nonpre-
cipitating tropical high clouds dominate the areal cov-
erage of tropical high clouds and have the most influ-
ence on high-cloud radiation and climate feedback. The
high values of the DCS rain–cluster area ratio at SST
around 301 K may reflect the fact that relatively more
developing DCSs grow in the warm sea areas. The anvil
canopies of these premature DCS clusters may not be
fully developed.

Figure 6 shows the mean DCS areal coverage aver-
aged in each 1-K SST interval over all tropical oceans.
Combined with Fig. 1, this result indicates that the areal
coverage, not just the occurrence frequency, of DCSs is
much higher in warm environments than in cool condi-
tions. The average rate of increase in DCS areal cov-
erage with SST is about 2.8% K�1. Although strongly

precipitating clouds can more effectively remove the
atmospheric moisture transported into convective
zones under warmer conditions, the areal coverage of
DCS still increases with SST, suggesting more moisture
from convective cores may be transported to the upper
troposphere and cirrus anvil clouds in warmer environ-
ments. The variation of DCS areal coverage with SST is
clearly nonlinear. For low SST (�299 K) the DCS areal
coverage increases by �0.46% K�1. At SSTs above
299 K, DCS areal coverage sharply increases at a rate
�7% K�1. This rise is related to intensified convective
activity and increased moisture transport from the
boundary layer to the upper troposphere in these warm
convergence zones. Further discussion of this issue will
be given later.

b. Cloud total water path and ice water path

The SST dependencies of DCS total water path (WP)
and IWP are shown in Fig. 7. For nonprecipitating
clouds (Fig. 7a), both WP and IWP values increase with
SST for warm (SST � 299 K) conditions. Although the
mean values of WP are relatively invariant at lower
SSTs, the average IWP diminishes with decreasing
SSTs, indicating that the DCSs over colder water may
be less vigorous and pump less of the available water
into the upper troposphere than their warm water
counterparts. When both nonprecipitating and precipi-
tating DCS clouds are considered, the WP and IWP
values rise greatly from those of nonprecipitating
clouds, except in the coolest regions (Fig. 7b). The large
differences in the mean WP and IWP values between
whole DCS clusters and their nonprecipitating portions
reveal the importance of precipitation for the hydro-
logical cycle: very infrequent occurrence and very large
water and ice amount (cf. Lin and Rossow 1997). Like

FIG. 7. DCS WP and IWP values for (a) nonprecipitating clouds and (b) whole DCS clusters.

FIG. 6. The mean DCS areal coverage averaged in each
1-K SST interval.
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the IWP for the nonprecipitating DCS clouds, the mean
IWPs for whole DCS also increase with SST. The in-
crease in IWP is consistent with the mean cirrus-anvil
top height changes of DCS clusters (not shown here).
Thus, it can be seen that DCS clusters generally thicken
with increasing SST.

c. Sea surface temperature difference and wind
convergence

As discussed above, DCS development depends
strongly on the local SST underneath the cloud clusters.
Large-scale SST variability, such as its horizontal gra-
dient between the DCS location and the remote cool
subtropics, also play important roles in regulating DCS
clusters. Variations in SST gradients may, at least
partly, account for changes in the strength of general
convective activity in the convergence zones and the
Walker and Hadley cells. In short, the large-scale me-
ridional circulation strengthens as the temperature dif-
ferences increase between the warm DCS areas and the
cool subtropics. The temperature differences between
the SST values under DCS clusters and the mean SST
values over the northern and southern zones between
25°and 30° latitude are used here to quantify the effects
of the large-scale SST gradient on DCS. Figure 8 shows
the frequency distribution of DCS clusters with the SST
difference. Most DCS clusters (�75%) developed in
large SST difference (�4 K) conditions. A few DCS
clusters are found with negative SST differences. They
are located over cool subtropical regions and most of
them arrived there as a result of advection from mid-
latitude or equatorial areas (Hartmann and Michelsen
2002). A strong positive relationship, with a correlation
coefficient of 0.89, exists between the DCS areal cov-

erage and the SST difference, especially for high tem-
perature difference cases (Fig. 9). For areas with SST
differences between 4 and 10 K, the DCS cloud cover-
age sharply increases from about 7% to 40%.

DCS clusters have a broad frequency distribution
with the divergence of the large-scale low-level wind
fields (Fig. 10). The magnitudes of the estimated diver-
gences are small owing to the nature of vertical motion
in the spatial and temporal scales of this analysis. Nega-
tive divergence (or convergence) conditions generate
more DCSs than positive conditions. Since most areas
of tropical oceans are under divergence conditions, the
small shift in the DCS probability distribution to the
convergence regime indicates the significant impor-
tance of large-scale forcing on the development of
DCS. Convergence conditions favorably support the

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 1 except for divergence.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 1 except for SST difference. FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6 except for SST difference.
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moisture needed for triggering, developing, growing,
and maintaining convective systems. Condensation of
water vapor into water and ice hydrometeors of con-
vective systems in the upper troposphere releases latent
heat, which is the main energy source required for DCS
development. The importance of convergence to tropi-
cal deep convection can also be seen from the mean
DCS area coverage plotted as a function of divergence
(Fig. 11). In large-scale convergence regimes, DCS clus-
ter areal coverage generally increases with the conver-
gence and changes from �10% to �30% for conver-
gence values varying from 0 to about 30 � 10�6s�1,
while for divergence regimes, DCS cloud cover is much
smaller with an average value of �8%.

d. Intercorrelations of environmental parameters

Previous sections discussed complicated relationships
among DCS effective size and areal coverage and en-
vironmental variables such as SST, SST difference, di-
vergence, and rainfall. These environmental variables
could provide favorable large-scale conditions for DCS
development, growth, and maintenance, and also inter-
act with DCS clusters. Gregarious characteristics are
common phenomena for tropical convection (Mapes
1993). For example, divergence and rainfall conditions
not only directly affect but also are the results of tropi-
cal deep convection. Furthermore, these environmental
variables are not fully independent. To the first order,
most of these variables are related to SST.

Figure 12 shows the nearly linear relationship be-
tween the averaged SST and SST difference for the
8-month tropical data. Over a large part of the SST
range, there are positive SST differences between the
areas of DCS cluster developments and the cooler sub-

tropical regions. Statistically, most DCS clusters de-
velop in conditions with big (�3 K) SST differences or
in environments with high SSTs (cf. Fig. 1). For areas
having the most frequent DCS occurrences (SST �302
K), deviating from the linear relationship of SST and
SST difference is evidence although they are corre-
lated. Generally, the SST difference and SST for cur-
rent climate are entwined. The combination of positive
SST difference and high SST maintains tropical general
circulations and provides favorable large-scale dynamic
and thermodynamic environments for development of
deep convection. As mentioned before, in low SST ar-
eas (also negative SST difference), there are few locally
generated DCS clusters; a large portion of them de-
velop elsewhere and advect into the low SST region.

Convergent winds force the vertical transport of
boundary layer moisture into clouds in the areas with
the most frequent occurrence of DCS clusters (Fig. 13).
Although large oceanic areas maintain dynamical
conditions that horizontally remove boundary-layer
water vapor (i.e., divergence conditions), the relatively
smaller tropical convergence areas develop more DCS
clusters than the larger divergence areas (cf. Figs. 10,
11, and 13). In the warmest (SST � �304 K) regions,
the convergence is slightly weaker and the DCS areal
coverage is slightly lower (Fig. 6) than their counter-
parts in slightly cooler (SST �302 K) regions. The exact
reason for this DCS inflection point is not clear. Tomp-
kins (2001) suggests that the DCS feature could result
from a self-aggregation of the clouds caused by a feed-
back between convection and the water vapor field.
Detailed studies of the dynamics and thermodynamics
of these warmest sea regions are needed. In divergence
zones, there are fewer large DCS clusters. The presence
of strong DCS clusters in those instances may change

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 6 except for divergence. FIG. 12. Variations of SST difference on SST.
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the local normal climatological wind fields and produce
local low pressure environments that bring moisture for
continued DCS development. Figure 13 also shows that
the climatological divergence and SST values are cor-
related. The higher the SST, the smaller the divergence
(or the larger the convergence). Since increasing CO2

concentration in the atmosphere likely produces
warmer SSTs, and the purpose of this study is to evalu-
ate cloud–climate feedbacks, we mainly focus on DCS
variations with SST changes in the following discus-
sions. The change in the entwined relationships among
SST, SST gradient, and divergence in the changing cli-
mate and their effects on DCS are assumed to be some
of the responses to rising SSTs. Actually, the influences
of the change in large-scale dynamics on DCS are be-
yond the scope of the current study and will be ana-
lyzed in the future.

4. Discussion

a. Moisture balance

As in many previous studies, we find a significant
increase of tropical deep convective clouds with SST.
The cloud WP and IWP also increase with SST (cf. Fig.
7). Compared with the DCS size over cooler waters, the
average DCS cluster size is smaller over warm (SST �
299 K) regions, but the total number of DCSs is so
much greater that the fractional areal coverage of DCS
clusters over these warm regions is still significantly
higher (Figs. 1, 2, and 6) than over colder tropical re-
gions. With increasing SST, mean rainfall rates in-
crease, and the increased rainfall is positively corre-
lated with DCS cluster size. The increase of DCS areal
coverage with SST and large cluster sizes for strong
rainfall are not consistent with the scenario of Lindzen

et al. (2001), which hypothesizes that deeper convection
under warmer sea conditions could cause higher rainfall
efficiency that would result in the reduction of DCS
area coverage in warmer environments. So far, the re-
sults presented in this study do not support such an
effect.

To evaluate the relationships of SST, rainfall effi-
ciency, and DCS area coverage, we estimate rainfall
efficiency here. There is no standard quantitative defi-
nition of rainfall efficiency (cf. DGK; Tao et al. 2004).
This study defines the efficiency as the ratio of RR to
the boundary layer moisture supply (Ms) of tropical
convective systems. That is, the ratio of the water re-
moved by the convection to the water transported into
the DCS cluster from the planetary boundary layer
(PBL). Here Ms can be expressed as

Ms � ��Qb��t � Es � � · QbV, 	1


� ��Qb��t � Es � �Qb · V � Qb� · V, 	1a


where Qb, Es, and V are water vapor amount, sea sur-
face evaporation, and horizontal wind vector within the
PBL, respectively. The first term on the right-hand side
of (1) is the water vapor supply to DCS clusters due to
the change in moisture within the boundary layer, the
moisture tendency. The third term is the horizontal wa-
ter vapor transport and can be separated into water
vapor gradient and convergence contributions as shown
in (1a).

The local evaporation is important in maintaining the
PBL moisture amount and generally depends on rela-
tive humidity, temperature, and wind speed. The trans-
port of the evaporated moisture from large sea surface
areas, even from remote places, to active DCS regions
provides a major part of the moisture supplies for con-
vective development. Although WVL is estimated from
TRMM data for the lowest 500 m of the atmosphere,
the exact thickness of the PBL for supplying moisture
to DCS clusters is very difficult to obtain. It depends on
many factors and may vary from one system to another.
Thus, the 500-m thickness is used here, following DGK.

Figure 14 shows WVL versus SST, along with the
results of theoretical calculations based on a constant
(78%) relative humidity and an atmospheric lapse rate
of 6.5 K km�1. The theoretical results are very close to
the observed values, especially for higher SST cases.
The boundary layer moisture changes from about 4 mm
at 291 K to around 11 mm at 304 K, values that are
about 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than IWP (Fig.
7), even for IWP values including precipitation-sized
hydrometeors. Thus, the reservoir of boundary layer
moisture for upper-tropospheric cloud formation in
large spatial and long temporal scales is huge, and DCS

FIG. 13. Divergence vs SST.
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areal coverage may not be directly affected by tropical
precipitation. Of course, for individual precipitating
cells, the atmospheric water path is extremely large, so
the difference between the boundary layer moisture
amount and the precipitation LWP and IWP (Lin and
Rossow 1997) should not be so dramatic. To maintain
the rainfall in DCS clusters, high WVL values in pre-
cipitating areas must be supported by continuous mois-
ture inputs from the large-scale environment to the lo-
cal PBL.

The moisture tendency term is calculated from
changes in local WVL values estimated from the
TRMM satellite. This tendency term is generally
smaller than the moisture convergence term over con-
vergence zones but very important for the DCS mois-
ture supply over large-scale divergence areas. Finally,
the moisture divergence can be estimated by a combi-
nation of WVL values and near-sea-surface wind diver-
gence fields from the ECMWF data. Over divergence
areas (SST � 299 K), the moisture convergence (Fig.
15) is generally negative with small variations around
�10 � 10�6 mm s�1 with SST. Steady decreases in the
wind field divergence and smooth increases of bound-
ary layer moisture with SST may result in the small
change in the moisture convergence. In active convec-
tion areas (SST � 299 K), the moisture convergence
increases quickly from the negative value to a number
as high as �30 � 10�6 mm s�1.

With the above discussion of boundary layer mois-
ture, the rainfall efficiency (�: the ratio of rainfall rate
to vertical moisture supply from the boundary layer)
can be estimated as

� � RR�Ms � RR�	��WVL��t � Es � � · WVLVL
.

	2


Since the layer of horizontal moisture transport to
DCS clusters may be thicker than 500 m and the wind
aloft is stronger than that of the lowest atmospheric
layer, this study may underestimate the moisture supply
of DCS clusters. On the other hand, since the PBL
moisture budget is calculated in gridded boxes and can-
not be estimated for each TRMM pixel due to the limi-
tation of the ECMWF data and since the rainfall is
evaluated for large DCS clusters in this study, the pre-
cipitation from small convective clouds in DCS gridded
boxes may be missed. That is, this study may underes-
timate the removed water in our moisture budget
analysis. Thus, the current estimate of rainfall efficiency
may be close to the true � value for DCSs.

The rainfall efficiency as a function of SST obtained
from the 8 months of TRMM data is plotted in Fig. 16.
The averaged � values are pretty low (�35%), even for
convergent areas (only from �20% to 50%), and basi-
cally increase with SST. Most moisture supplied to DCS
clouds is either converted to cloud liquid or ice water or
injected into the upper troposphere, moisturizing that
part of the atmosphere, and is not removed by precipi-
tation processes of deep convection. For cool areas,
rainfall efficiency variations are small and are generally
around 20%. As expected, the rainfall efficiency in-
creases sharply with SST under warm conditions. The
rate of increase of � with SST is about �2% K�1 (or,
relatively, �6% of the averaged � per kelvin SST in-
crease).

Although the rainfall efficiency increases with SST,
there is no evidence of insufficient upper-tropospheric
moisture for DCS cirrus anvil cloud formation. Actu-
ally, as shown before, the DCS area coverage increases
with SST (Fig. 6), which means that the accelerated
dehydration processes of DCS precipitation with in-
creased SST are still not strong enough to reduce the

FIG. 14. Lowest 500-m atmospheric water vapor amounts ob-
served by TRMM (�) and calculated through a constant relative
humidity (*).

FIG. 15. The boundary-layer moisture convergence.
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moisture transport to the upper troposphere and to
lower the humidity in the region. The results show only
the slightest hint of a decrease at 305 K, where sampling
is minimal. A simple estimate finds that DCS clusters,
on average, still obtain more moisture over warmer wa-
ters than under cooler conditions. The effective mois-
ture transported to the upper troposphere for DCS cir-
rus anvil formation (Mcld), not precipitation, is the dif-
ference between the total boundary layer moisture
supply and the moisture removed by rainfall; that is,

Mcld � Ms � RR � Ms	1 � �
. 	3


Thus, for a 1-K SST change, the change in cloud mois-
ture transport �Mcld can be expressed as

�Mcld � �Ms	1 � �
�

� �Ms	1 � �
 � Ms��

� Ms�Ms�Ms	1 � �
 � ���. 	4


The terms for DCS moisture supply, that is, the mois-
ture tendency, evaporation, and moisture convergence
terms, are all functions of temperature, humidity, and
wind speed. The change in these terms with environ-
mental temperature is basically related to the change of
boundary layer humidity if wind fields are assumed to
be invariant with SST. Thus, we use the change of
boundary layer moisture to evaluate Ms variations with
temperature. Under mean tropical conditions (SST
�298 K), a 1-K increase in surface temperature would
cause a 6.3% relative change in boundary-layer water
vapor amount when relative humidity is assumed to be
a constant. Thus, the relative change in the moisture
supply (�Ms/Ms) in (4) would be about 6.3% K�1 with-
out changes in wind fields. For the low rainfall effi-
ciency observed (�35%) and the increasing rate of

rainfall efficiency with temperature (2% K�1), �Mcld is
clearly still larger than 0; that is, cloud moisture supply
increases with temperature. For a 1-K temperature in-
crease, the relative change of moisture transport for
DCS clouds is

�Mcld�Mcld � �Mcld�Ms	1 � �
�

� �Ms�Ms	1 � �
 � ����	1 � �


� �Ms�Ms � ���	1 � �


� 6.3% � 2%�	1 � 0.35


� 3.0%. 	5


This estimate means that for each degree of SST in-
crease, the relative total moisture transport into DCSs
increases about 6.3%. Within the 6.3% increased mois-
ture transport, about half of the increased moisture is
removed by increased rainfall efficiency and not actu-
ally used for cirrus anvil cloud formation. Although the
estimated relative change (�3.0% K�1) in the upper-
tropospheric moisture (Mcld) fed to DCS cirrus anvil
clouds with temperature is lower than that (6.3% K�1)
of total moisture supply for DCS clusters because of the
increased rainfall efficiency at higher temperatures, the
absolute amount of the moisture supply for cirrus anvil
cloud development still increases. From TRMM, the
observed change of �4.0% K�1 (Fig. 17) in the mois-
ture transport for DCS cirrus anvil formation (Mcld) not
only has the same sign as our theoretical simple esti-
mation, but also is quantitatively close to the estimated
value (3% K�1). So, generally, the higher the tempera-
ture in tropical environments, the wetter the tropical
atmosphere, including the upper troposphere. This is
consistent with the observed DCS area coverage in-
crease in warm environments (Fig. 6).

FIG. 16. DCS rainfall efficiency.
FIG. 17. Moisture transport for DCS cirrus anvil clouds (i.e., Ms

� RR).
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If the relative change of DCS areal coverage were the
same as that (�4.0% K�1) of the observed moisture
transport (Mcld) for cirrus anvil clouds of DCS clusters,
in other words, if there were no changes in the cloud
formation efficiency with temperature, with about 25%
of the average DCS areal coverage over the warm sea
areas, the absolute rate of increase in DCS areal cov-
erage would be about 1% K�1, which is much smaller
than the observed rate (�7% K�1) in warm conditions.
This estimated value of 1% K�1 is still within the range
(0.5% K�1 �7% K�1) of the DCS change rate over
cool and warm sea surface areas (cf. Fig. 6 and its dis-
cussion). With deepening of DCS clusters, the cloud
formation efficiency, defined as the ratio of condensa-
tion rate to moisture transport for DCS cirrus anvil
cloud formation, may change with temperature too. Al-
though no quantitative estimates of the cloud formation
efficiency are available in this study because it is im-
possible to obtain the upper-troposphere moisture sink
rate (i.e., condensation rate) for DCS clusters, espe-
cially in the cirrus anvil regions, an indication of the
cloud formation efficiency is studied here using the ra-
tio of cloud IWP (or WP) to boundary layer moisture
amount following DGK. With temperature increases in
the high SST environments, the ratio of IWP to WVL is
almost doubled (Fig. 18). In cool environments (SST �
299 K), variations of the water ratio are minimal. The
current water ratio values are much smaller than those
of DGK, due mainly to the fact that our analysis in-
cludes both precipitating and nonprecipitating clouds
while DGK only studied storm (i.e., precipitating)
cases. The IWP values for precipitation pixels are gen-
erally at least an order of magnitude higher than those
of nonprecipitating clouds. Despite the differences be-

tween the current and DGK analyses, the basic trends
of the two observed water ratios are similar, suggesting
significant increases of cloud formation efficiency with
temperature. Thus, the large increase in DCS area cov-
erage over warm water is no surprise.

b. Radiative effects of DCS clusters

The variations of DCS areal coverage with environ-
mental conditions affect both water (humidification of
upper troposphere) and energy (radiation) cycles. The
DCS radiative feedback is usually defined as the change
of radiation fields from clear sky to DCS conditions.
Thus, the LW, SW, and net radiative forcings, F, for the
atmosphere are

FLW � 	�LWDCS
 � 	�LWclr
 � LWclr � LWDCS

	6a


FSW � 	S � SWDCS
 � 	S � SWclr
 � SWclr � SWDCS

	6b


Fnet � FSW � FLW, 	6c


where S is the TOA solar radiation; SWclr and SWDCS

values are CERES-measured TOA reflected solar ra-
diation in clear and DCS conditions, respectively. Simi-
larly, LWclr and LWDCS represent TOA outgoing long-
wave radiation under corresponding conditions. Gen-
erally, FSW is negative and FLW is positive since DCS
clusters are brighter and colder compared to clear skies.

Actual development of DCS clusters may not be
from a clear sky background. These cloud systems can
grow from low cloud, moist, or partially cloudy condi-
tions, as discussed by Lin et al. (2002). The DCS radia-
tive feedback under these environmental conditions
significantly differs from that under clear skies. To
thoroughly analyze the radiative effects of DCS clus-
ters, we introduce a generalized radiative forcing of
clouds, G, which defines radiative forcing as the differ-
ence between DCS and existing environmental condi-
tions. Thus, Eq. (6) becomes

GLW � 	�LWDCS
 � 	�LWenv
 � LWenv � LWDCS

	7a


GSW � 	S � SWDCS
 � 	S � SWenv


� SWenv � SWDCS 	7b


Gnet � GSW � GLW, 	7c


where the “env” means the existing environmental con-
ditions. We call these (GSW, GLW, and Gnet) forcings
the generalized forcings due to DCS development from
an existing environmental condition.

Figure 19 shows DCS radiative forcings from envi-

FIG. 18. Water ratio of cloud IWP (and WP) and
boundary-layer water vapor amount.
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ronmental conditions, along with those from clear skies.
The environmental condition is obtained from areas
surrounding DCS clusters with the technique used by
Lin et al. (2002) and Chambers et al. (2002). These
environments are a mix of both clear and cloudy skies
but include no high clouds. On average, these environ-
ments and high clouds occupy half of tropical oceans.
From the figure, it can be seen that the reflected SW
radiation for DCS clusters, environmental conditions,
and clear skies is pretty uniform throughout the tropical

oceans (Fig. 19c). The outgoing DCS LW radiation also
has minimal variability, indicating that the mean DCS
top temperature is nearly constant (Fig. 19a). The de-
crease of LWenv from 250 W m�2 around 290-K SST to
225 W m�2 at high SSTs may be caused by a gradual
increase in atmospheric moisture due to higher tem-
peratures, while the rise in clear-sky LW with SST is
clearly related to the atmospheric temperature. As ex-
pected, GLW and GSW are much smaller than FLW and
FSW (Figs. 19b,d). The average net DCS radiative forc-

FIG. 19. CERES observed LW and SW radiative
fluxes and forcings for DCS clusters, background en-
vironments, and clear skies. In this figure, Clr, Env,
and DCS represent radiation values for clear, environ-
mental, and DCS skies, respectively. Thus, F � Clr –
DCS, and G � Env – DCS.
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ing from environmental conditions is relatively weak
(about �20 W m�2) while the radiative forcing from
clear conditions is strong and reaches about �125 W
m�2 (Fig. 19e). If thin cirrus clouds not associated with
DCS clusters are considered, the generalized net radia-
tive forcing of high clouds will be even smaller. The
Gnet changes with temperature are about –7 W m�2

K�1 and �5 W m�2 K�1 for high SSTs and over the
entire SST range, respectively. With DCS areal cover-
age about 25% over warm regions and the �7 W m�2

K�1 change of net radiative forcing with temperature,
the DCS-induced net radiative feedback is about �1.75
W m�2 K�1 for the SST environments, which is smaller
than that (�4 � �6 W m�2 K�1) obtained by Ra-
manathan and Collins (1991) in the equatorial Pacific.
Over all tropical oceans, the mean DCS net radiative
feedback caused by temperature changes is about
�1.25 W m�2 K�1.

Generally, an increase of DCS areal coverage with
SST would cause a negative radiative feedback. Since
the average increase of DCS area coverage is about 2.8
% K�1 and the mean DCS Gnet is about �20 W m�2

(Figs. 6 and 19), the radiative feedback due to change in
DCS areal coverage is about �0.56 W m�2 K�1. Over
warm regions, because the increase of DCS areal cov-
erage is �7% K�1 and the DCS Gnet is about �40 W
m�2 (Figs. 6 and 19), the radiative feedback is about
�2.8 W m�2 K�1. Thus, the estimated feedback due to
DCS area coverage in the warm regions is smaller than
that of Ramanathan and Collins (1991). In terms of the
tropical climate as a whole, it can be seen that the DCS
radiative feedback over tropical oceans is much smaller
than that obtained over the high-SST areas. Since this
study only deals with DCS clusters, the generalized net
radiative forcing due to changes in all tropical high
clouds may be even smaller if thin cirrus clouds not
associated with DCS clusters were included. The ex-
cluded thin cirrus clouds occupy about 5%–10% of the
Tropics and are significant for cloud radiative forcing,
although much less important than DCS clusters. Fur-
thermore, our derived changes of DCS areal coverage
with SST are only for the current climate; some of the
apparent SST dependence of the DCS coverage may be
related to a change in vertical velocity of the atmo-
sphere as suggested by Del Genio et al. (2005), which
does not automatically carry over to altered climates.
Thus, the absolute values of our estimated negative
feedbacks are likely to be the upper limits for actual
climate changes.

5. Summary

This study uses the measurements taken during Janu-
ary through August 1998 from multiple TRMM sen-

sors, namely CERES, TMI, and VIRS, to evaluate the
effect of environmental conditions on tropical deep
convective systems. The focus is on the variation of
DCS areal coverage with SST and precipitation. As ex-
pected, we find that not only rainfall rate but also rain-
fall efficiency increases with SST. The change of the
efficiency is about 2% K�1, indicating that DCSs more
effectively remove the moisture transported into the
upper troposphere when the temperature gets warmer.
Even with the increased rainfall efficiency, the DCS
areal coverage increases with SST, especially when SST
exceeds 299 K. In warm environments, both the bound-
ary-layer moisture supply for deep convection and the
moisture transported to the upper troposphere for cir-
rus anvil cloud formation increase with a rate �6.3%
K�1 and �4.0% K�1, respectively. The rate of increase
of the DCS areal coverage obtained from TRMM is
about 7% K�1 in high-SST conditions. Besides the in-
creased moisture transport for cloud formation, the
changes in cloud formation efficiency are likely another
reason for the large rate of increasing DCS areal cov-
erage with SST. Although rainfall efficiency increases
with SST, the dehydration process can only remove
part of the increased moisture transport to the upper
atmosphere and is not strong enough to overcome the
increased moisture transport in warm environments.
The increased moisture transport via enhanced convec-
tion moistens the upper troposphere and increases the
DCS areal coverage. In addition to the DCS coverage,
DCS cluster effective sizes also increase with increasing
precipitation. Furthermore, other cloud properties,
such as cloud total water and ice water paths, change
positively with SST. These results significantly differ
from the hypothesized dehydration scenario of Lindzen
et al. (2001) for a warmer climate. Since the net radia-
tive forcing due to DCS development from existing en-
vironmental conditions is about –20 W m�2, the change
of DCS with SST will produce a negative radiative feed-
back for the earth’s climate system. This study partially
supports the thermostat hypothesis but indicates a
smaller magnitude of the negative feedback. Our ob-
served results for DCS have great potential in testing
current cloud- system-resolving models and GCM con-
vection parameterizations. Future studies will concen-
trate on thin cirrus variations with temperature and the
cloud formation efficiency to thoroughly understand
moisture transformation from vapor to condensed
forms and the change of DCS-induced cirrus anvil
clouds.
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